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Catalo$ng is one of the most time-
consuming tasks per{brmed in libraries. It
is not surprising then that, since the intro-
duction of'computers into library opera-
tions, there have been numerous at-
tempts to automate the cataloging
process. The early use of'computeri to
create catalog records that were used
most often to produce cards fbr card cata-
logs has been largely supplanted by the
creation ofbibliographic records that are
used to populate online catalogs. The
most challenging aspect ol'cataloging is to
determine the content of the biblio-
graphic record rather than to create the
record itsel{. This is where research in ex-
pert systems and related areas plays an
important role.
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In expert systems comPuters are used
to organize and preserve the expert
knowledge of catalogers and to employ
that knowledge in cataloging with mini-
mal or no human intervention. Unfbrtu-
nately, few ofthese prototype cataloging
expert systems have s^ucceedied in theieJ
world. They have contributed, however,
to an understanding of cataloging pro-
cesses and standards, as well as to an un-
derstanding of the documents cataloged.
When researchers in this area deter-
mined that the entire cataloging process
was too complex to allow fbr I'ull expert
system implementation, they then con-
centrated on some elements of the cata-
loging process, such as cataloging rules,
document characteristics. and the charac-
teristics of names used as access points.
These efTorts resulted in a better under-
standing ofboth the advantages and limi-
tations that computers ofl'er to catalogers.
Read {iom another perspective, however,
the problems found in having computers
creale cataloging might be i'ndicat'ive of
the problems catalogers themselves face.
This might be particularly true {br novice
catalogers and students of cataloging.
Caialoging standards are an JssJntial
part of the knowledge base for the cata-
Ioging process. They state the purpose,
procedure, and results ofthe process. The
most important standards used in catalog-
ine in the United States are the An-
gl6-Arnerican Cataloguing Rules, 2d ed.
(AACRZ) and the documentation that
supports the MAchine-Readable Cata-
loging lbrmat (MARC). These are supple-
mented by national and local written poli-
cies and guidelines as well as by the
unwritten practices and policies oflibrar-
ies, library systems, and bibliographic
utilities. Catalogers must learn and mas-
ter all of these in order to perfbrm their
jobs successfully.
The purpose of a catalog is to create a
surrogate ofa document to support access
to that document. A variety of document
formats are represented in library cata-
logs. Document characteristics, in combi-
nation with expected retrieval needs,
should determine what is contained in the
catalog record. Catalogers learn to iden-
ti{y those characteristics, interpret them
in accord with the existing rules, and rep-
resent them in meaningfil, standardiz6d
DEFINING EXTNNT SYSTEMS
expert systems include a knowledge base,
arr inference engine, an interf'ace, and a
eeneral database. Each is described below.* 
The knowledgebase is where human
expertise is organized and stored. This
ba--se contains flcts and heuristics of the
domain of expertise. In the case of auto-
mated catalolging, the knowledge base
would contain the current cataloging
rules and modifications {br local practice
as well as the experience ofcatalogers.
Theinference engine enables the fbr-
malized decision-mahng process. It
makes use of the knowledge base to en-
able the system to perform like an expert.
The ensine infers results based on the
stored knowledge.
The interface supports communica-
tion between humans and the system.
Usually, the interface has three compo-
nents. First, a user inter(bce enables com-
munication with the user (the cataloger
who uses the system). Second, a devel-
opers interfbce assists the knowledge
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engineer (the person who develops the
expert system) and makes the develop-
ment of ihe system possible. Third, an Jx-
ternal interface provides for data ex-
change with external sources (".g.,
authorityffles or classilication schedules).
The general dntabase keeps track of
the current problem and records all the
relevant data and steps in the process.
Expert systems have shown a great
deal of potential in the cataloging iuena
for several reasons:
o Human catalogers can be reassigned
from routine tasks to work on more ex-
citing and creative tasks. Thus, cata-
logers could leave simpler items to the
expert system and work primarily with
documents that are more difftcult to
catalog. Similarly, greater resources
might be dedicated to other catalog-
ing tasks such as enhancement ofsu6-
ject access.
o Expertise, which is rare and difftcult
to acquire, could be archived and
saved {br the future. When experi-
enced catalogers leave a library, ex-
pert systems could be used as consul-
tants or even as sources oftraining for
less-experienced colleagues.
o Expertise could be distributed more
widely and used more rea&ly. In con-
trast to human experts, expert systems
could be used 24 hours a day by multi-
ple users at different sites.'
o Critical examination ol' the decision
process could be enhanced. The anal-
logical steps in the workflow that were
not obvious before.
r Full understanding of all parts ofthe
pert systems would seem to be the obvi-
ous cataloger's tool of the {uture. How-
ever, the realization of this ambition has
been impeded by a number of challeng-
ing obstacles:
. The building of an expert system re-
quires a substantial amount of time
and work from the builders ofthe sys-
tem (the knowledge engineers) and
from the experts in the particular do-
main (here, experienced catalogers).
. The expert system's domain needs to
be carefullv chosen within a narrow
and well-defined area if the system is
to be reliable. Despite original hopes,
researchers have found that descrip-
tive cataloging is too broad a domaih.
Although cataloging rules exist, they
have not proven suflicient lbr accu-
rate cataloging. Researchers have also
{bund that cataloging rules are diffi-
cult to transf'er into a knowledge base.
In studies. it has been indicated that
only when cataloging is divided into
small subdomains will the resulting
expert system be successful.
. Knowledge engineers, who are re-
sponsible for preparing the computer-
ized version of the human expert,
need to know the computer system
well. They also need to be {'amiliar
with the expert domain in order for
the required knowledge to be repre-




who are also re-
sponsible lbr acquiring knowledge from
human experts, frequendy have been
unable to get those experts to express
completely what they think and do.
To explore more fully the potential of
expert systems for use in cataloging oper-
ations, we reviewed 25 years ofresearch.
The studies examined yield important
information on the fundamentd rLquire-
ments for designing the essential knowl-
edge base lbr creating a standard catalog-
ing record.
Pnororyrp ExrBnr Sysreus
Davies and James (1984) were the {irst to
investigate the feasibility o{'creating an
expert system for cataloging. They tried
to develop a system that would provide a
complete catalog entry (computer record
or catalog card). Their system required a
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technolory availablewas able to manage.
Davies (1987) explained further how
{rames could be used in catalogine i
cataloger to choose options liom a menu
about the type of publication under con-
sideration and access points. Afier a series
ol'questions about the publication, the
system of{'ered a template, called a frame,
{br the cataloger to record the remaining
data for bibliographic description. Davies
and James fbund their system very com-
plex and di{iicult to manage. Two main
reasons were identified: (I) AACR2 is
very complex; and (2) the general data-
base, which kept track of the current
problem, needed more space than their
computer systems was able to provide at
that time. In essence, the cataloging pro-
cess was more complex than the existing
This interaction resulted in the system
suggesting the AACR2 rule number ap-
propriate fbr given situations. Hjerppe
i.trd Olander eientuallv abandoned irir-
ther development of this system because
they concluded that AACR2 alone was
not suf{icient to allow fbr the automatic
decision making in the selecting of access
points. They found that human interpre-
tation was essential because the catalog-
ing rules were neither self-contained nor
clearly formulated.
Evidently, the experience of catalog-
ers enables them to develop more specific
rules to given situations than are provided
by the cataloging code fbr decision mak-
iig. Varied 
"ipeii"nc" 
can lead to differ-
ences in the interpretation of the in{br-
mation not provided {brbythe cataloging
rules. Dill'erent or inconsistent inl'er-
ences for missing infbrmation can result
in inconsistent catalog records.
Gibb and Sharif(1988) also created an
ate AACR2 rule. Based on their experi-
ence, Gibb and Sharif commented that
using onlyAACM as a lnowledge source
was appropriate. This would allow the
lengthy process o{' knowledge acquisition
Irom experts to be bypassed and avoid
personal bias. Gibb and Sharifsuggested
that the system was particularly useful for
training new catalogers.
Gibb and Sharif's optimistic conclu-
sions contradict those ol'Hjerppe and
Olander. This di{Terence may be due to
difl'erent expectations. Hjerppe and
Olander were looking {br a system that
used AACR2 to generate correct access
points for the variety of items encoun-
tered in a real environment, and con-
cluded thzt AACR2 was insufficient {br
this purpose. Gibb and Sharif, on the
other hand, developed a system for the ac-
curate use ol'AACR2 and were in general
less concerned with cases in which those
rules did not give su{Iicient guidance.
If cataloging is so complex, it seems
reasonable to expect that a successful sys-
tem might better be limited to addressing
g to in-
{'er and complete particular {ields in a
MARC record. He believed such a system
should be able to infer who the publisher
was {iom the International Standard
Book Number (ISBN) and provide the
complete publisher element. This could
reduce some routine typing and typo-
graphical errors. Although not speciff-
cally stated by Davies, it is clear that accu-
racy-particularly in spelling-is vital.
Errors in these areas are not trivial for
they can have substantial impact on later
retrieval. A good expert system would
support the cataloging process with edit-
ing input.
Cataloging expertise, however, olten
lies in the choice ofappropriate rules lbr
bibliographic description and the choice
of access points rather than in the simpler
in{'erence of publisher or the consistent
spelling of words. The system created by
Davies and fames was intended to guide
catalogers through the construction ofthe
bibliographic record by providing rules
relevant to each particular element ofthe
description. Ultimately, this was fbund to
be too complex {br computer systems of
the early 1980s.
While Davies and |ames worked on
their system, Hjerppe and Olander
(1989) built the Expert System for Simple
Choice of Access Points for Entries
(ESSCAPE). Hjerype and Olander's sys-
tem asked questions relevant to access
points and the cataloger answered them.
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specilic document types. This would likely
result in f'ewer rules being required to make
the system operational. Ercegovac (1990)
and Ercegovac and Borko (1992) {bl-
Iowed this approach and created a
semi-automatic cataloging advisor to as-
sist catalogers in the cataloging of maps.
Their system, "Mapper," helped catalog-
ers establish main entry, title statement,
statement of responsibility, publisher,
place, and year ol publication. Their ex-
pert system differed from previous efforts
because the developers incorporated
principles {iom:
o the system's per{brmance testing;
. user interface design;
o difl'erent sources of knowledge {br the
development of the knowledge base;
. knowledge elicitation methods to gain
the necessary larowledge from map
cataloging experts (Ercegovac 1990).
Ercegovac's method {br system perfbr-
mance evaluation was to examine the re-
sults (the catalog records) and the user in-
terf'ace. Catalog records produced
through Mapper were compared to the
catalog records for the same maps pre-
pared by the Library of Congress (LC).
This standard for comparison was chosen
because LC records are often treated as
the U.S. national standard for quality cat-
aloging. Although tested on only a small
sample oI'maps, Mapper per{brmed well
and its user interface was well accepted by
its users. Overall, itwas perceived as help-
ful. easv to learn and f'ast.
Davies and fames (1984) used catalog-
ing rules and local guidelines as sources o{'
expertise while Gibb and Sharif (1988)
and Hjerppe and Olander (1989) used
di{I'erent parts of cataloging rules and,
very likely, theirown personal knowledee,
althouqhihis is not mLntioned in theirie-
ports. All commented on the weaknesses
of cataloging rules and the adjustments
that would be necessary to implement
them in the knowledge base of an expert
system. Ercegovac (1990) showed how to
overcome these weaknesses with addi-
tional sources of expertise. First, one
must observe comm6n {'eatures of the
documents. The printed logos, number
codes, and the {bld of a map can give clues
to its producer. Second, one must inter-
view experienced catalogers about their
understanding ofdocuments and the pro-
cess ol'map cataloging. Because the rules
don't clearly identify the bodies responsi-
ble fbr a map, that information was gath-
ered from catalogers and developed into a
definition. Additiondly, Ercegovac in-
quired about the experts' approach to cat-
aloging and the cataloging process.
One area ofcataloging that novice cat-
alogers must master is knowledge ol'the
sequence of appropriate cataloging rules
to use in particular cases. Each of the
expert systems guided the cataloger
through a sequence ofquestions, suggest-
ing the appropriate rule but requiring the
cataloger to provide the necessary biblio-
graphic data. This cooperation resulted in
the creation of a partial or complete bib-
Iiographic record. Davies (1987) later
suggested that cataloging systems inter-
{'aces could provide assistance with tem-
plates by intelpreting some data across
diff'erent fields o{'the record. Interl'aces
could also assist by prompting catalogers
Ibr required datalbllowing an established
pattern of rule sequences.
It appears obvious {rom these re-
search efforts that traditional cataloging
is successful because it incorporates
printed standards, national and local poli-
cies (written and unwritten), and the ex-
perience and knowledge ol'the cataloger.
It is very Iikely that in order lbr an expert
system to be successful it must incorpo-
rate all these elements. These also are ar-
eas that novice catalogers need to master
over time through acquisition of experi-
ence. Library and infbrmation science
programs can usually provide some in-
struction on rules and document charac-
teristics, but rarely are able to provide the
development of an experience base at a
level sufficient {br quality cataloging.
It may come as a surprise that the de-
velopment of expert systems essentially
ends with these described prototype
systems. The basic unit of an expert sys-
tem for cataloging still has not been
resolved-that is, the strucfure and orga-
nization of the cataloging rules appropri-
ate for computer use. Without that funda-
mental unit in place, the tedious and
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expensive process of cataloging knowledge
acquisition for developing the knowledge
base seems to lead to no usable product.
Although Ercegovac (1990) demon-
strated how an expert system could over-
come the dif{iculties of the cataloging
rules and incorporate appropriate expert
lcnowledge, no one has reported that they
have resumed the development of expert
cataloging systems. It appears that cata-
logers and library managers both perceive
other avenues as easier and more reason-
able ways to reduce the human e{fort and
thus the cost ofcataloging. Efforts such as
outsourcing of cataloging and the devel-
opment of cataloging workstations seem
to have taken the place of a fully matured
expert system.
Recently, researchers and developers
have Ibcused on the improvement of the
cataloger's tools, e.g. catalogers worksta-
tion (Brisson I995a; 1995b). In this ap-
proach, advances in computer technol-
og;r-liom dedicated terminals to personal
computers-are predominantly used to
benelit humanwork pattems. At ffrst these
workstations were onlyable to handle one
task at a time, but eventually were im-
proved to allow the use of muitiple appli-
cations simultaneously. The major advan-
tage of these workstations is that
catalogers can access electronic versions
of cataloging resources. Although such
workstations are very use{'ul and bring im-
mediate bene{its to the catalogers, they
do not reduce the intellectual effort in the
cataloging process, which continues to be
the catalogers' responsibility.
Crrerocrnc RULES
While some researchers tried to build
prototFpe expert systems and {bund it dif-
ficult to implement cataloging rules in
these systems, others were interested in
the lunction and structure of the rules.
This is a narrower yet vital part of a com-
prehensive cataloging expert system de-
velopment because it is an essential part
of a knowledge base. Difl'erent chapters
ofthe cataloging rules have been studied
from a variety of perspectives, with the
common pu{pose of enhancing their un-
derstanding and suggesting how the nrles
could be improved in {'urther editions.
Svenonius and Molto (1990), Davies
(1992), and Weibel (1992) prepared ex-
tensive reviews of automated descriptive
cataloging and related research. They
point to Sandberg-Fox (1972) as the ffrst
io work on thii topic. Sandberg-Fox
implementation in a computer environ-
*"-nt. Giu"n the problems-that the proto-
type expert systehs encountered and the
J&"t""ots oi'researchers on their dif{i-
culties with implementing AACM,
Sandberg-Fox's result suggests that these
problems were already present in previ-
ous editions ofthe cataloging rules.
Jeng (1991a) analyzed chapter I (Gen-
eral Rules) of the Anglo-American Cata-
loguing Rules, 2d ed., 1988 revision
(AACEZR), to identi{y the deftnition and
{'unctions of a rule. For the use of rules in
cataloging monographs she created condi-
tion/action pairs fbr rules from chapters I
and 2 (rule 1.0A1, Sources of Information,
to nrle 1.1G4, Items Lachng a Collective
Title, and rule 2.0A1, Scope, to rule 2.1G2,
Relationship Between Statement of Re-
sponsibiliw and Works in an Item that
iacks a iollective Title) into 77 condr-
tion/action pairs. This process would be
necessary to implement cataloging rules in
the knowledge base of an expert system.
Further, in a sample of 50 title pages,
Jeng identilied which rules were applica-
ble and how frequently they would have
been used. She determined only 13 ofthe
77 condition/action pairs were applied to
every title page in the sample, while more
than half of the condition/action pairs
were never applied. For the Rule I.0C1,
which was divided into 25 condition/
action pairs, only 3 pairs were applicable
to all the title pages in the study. Although
the sample of title pages was small, the
results suggest that the rules may not be
equally applicable, with some being gen-
eral and some very specific. We feel that
{br a much larger sample of documents in
a limited domain it could be anticipated
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that not all the rules would need to be im-
plemented, thus making the knowledge
base ol'a system somewhat more manage-
able. While the lindings of some research-
ers agree with Jeng's, others have found
the contrary-in some cases more rules
would be necessary because of the spe-
cialized role ofthe rarelv used rules. 
'
M eador and Wittig ( l'991 ) studied how
{iequently the rules used {br choosing ac-
cess points in AACR2 (chapter 21), were
applied to books in chemistry and eco-
nomics. In their experiment, only 12 of
143 rules in that chapter were used on a
sample of 30 items lrom each discipline.
The-authors concluded that, although the
core rules were difl'erent for each-disci-
pline, the same expert system could work
Ibr both because: '(1) a'small  number of
rules was used in total, and (2) rules used
{br economics represented a subset ol'
rules used Ibr chemistrv. This studv. al-
though on a small r"-pi", indtcateJ ihat
expert system to assist catalogers with
personal name authority work. Imple-
henting onlyAACR2R chapter 22 (Head-
ings for Persons) proved insullicient.
Weiss fbund that to construct personal
name headings correctly, the expert
knowled€e of experienced catalogers was
required fbr the correct translation of
extensive experience in the application of
these rules.
The results of Jeng's (1991a) and
Meador and Wittig's (1991) stu&es point
in the same direction. Because the entire
clusion of other rules does not Iead to
problems, perhaps onlythat smaller set of
important rules needs to be implemented
in an expert system. Weiss's (1994) ftnd-
ings do not appear to support this conclu-
sion, however. These contrasting results
show that using a subset of rules in a cata-
loging expert system needs to be studied
more lully. One way to address this prob-
lem might be to develop a knowledge
base using the subset of important rules
to identi{y problems that arise. Judging
Iiom the results ofprototype expert sys-
tems, it is clear that there is some subjec-
tive interpretation ofcataloging rules be-
cause of missing information or
insufficient guidance in the rules. More-
over, in the studies cited, the issue ofre-
searcher bias is not addressed, and its e{'-
{'ect is undetermined.
Clearly, there are some difliculties
with the logical structure of cataloging
rules. Hjerppe and Olander (1989),
Ercegovac (1990), Jeng (1991a), and
Weiss (1994) all commented on problems
with inconsistent, contradictory, insu{Ii-
cient, and redundant informaiion con-
tained in the rules. Fidel and Crandall
(1988) examined AACR2 {iom a general-
ized database approach, using the en-
tity-relationship model. They catego-
rized nrles into six types: (l) content; (2)
establishing entities, relationships, or at-
tributes; (3) authorized sources; (a) do-
main; (5) {brmat; and (6) access points.
They demonstrated that the current ar-
rangement of AACR2 scatters rules of the
same category in different parts of the
text and also mixed di{Ierent cateEories
into the same rule. They believed thit this
adds to the confusion of what are and
what are not conceptual rules. They sug-
gested that systematic investigation ofthe
structure and {unction of the rule.s would
be possible with the entity-relationship
model.
Taniguchi (f 996) built a protoq?e ex-
pert system {br analyzing AACR2R. This
system was designed to analyze the inter-
nal structure ofthe rules and the relation-
ships among them. The first phase of the
analysis in this system, a manual one, was
a transfbrmation ofcataloging rules from
natural language into a more {brmal,
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structured Ianguage that a computer sys-
tem could process. The next phase, acom-
puterized approach, involved the normal-
ization of rules, i.e., converting a rule
Iiom its still relatively natural, but already
structured form, into an entirely mathe-
matical, logical form (condition/action
pairs). The third phase ofTaniguchi's sys-
iem involved testine of'a rulJ with rule
templates. These irle templates were
skeletal schemes that provided the very
basic structures ol'rules. They consisted
ofthe characteristics, i.e., the variable in-
formation of condition/action pairs, nec-
essary {br logical functioning and verifica-
tion of information for all the necessary
components. Three types of templates
were developed: (1) fordescriptive rules,
(2) fbr definition rules, and (3) for organi-
zation rules.
It seems reasonable to expect that
Taniguchi's first phase was rather subjec-
tive, given that rules can be interpreted
di{Ierently by diff'erent people. As a con-
sequence, the second and subsequent
phases could then have di{ferent results
as well. Yet, these diflerences might illus-
trate the missing information in the rules,
which might lead to improvements in rule
structure.
There are different views on the cate-
gorization of cataloging rules. While
Taniguchit three categories ofrules were
description, de{inition, and organization,
jeng (1991a) listed five categories: defini-
tion, description, organization, identi{ica-
tion of the source of in{brmation, and
transcription. Fidel and Crandall (1988)
speci{ied six categories: content; estab-
lishing entities, relationships or attrib-
utes; authorized sources; domain; format;
and access points. Taniguchi (1996) ex-
pressed a need for consensus on this issue
as a condition {br success of anv analvsis
and suggested that the p.oposed syri"-
oflered an appropriate method that could
help with developing less ambiguous and
more consistent rules.
Although one might argue that human
reasoning is diff'erent from computer pro-
cessing, the computerization of a process
of{'ers a way for people to organize their
thoughts and produce a more systematic
assessment of their own work. The system
may not be per{'ect or be able to perlbrm
anilysis indlpendent of human 
^experts,
but it off'ers a way to gain a deeper and
more systematic understanding of human
experti' own reasoning, inchiding their
strengths and limitations.
In-these stu&es of AACRZ, research-
ers have indicated how, and why, it is diffi-
cult to "teach" a computer how to catalog.
This should come as no surprise to in-
structors of cataloging, who encounter
the need to convey document patterns
and the intricacy of what is stated in the
rules, and (equally as important) what is
not stated in the rules to their students.
Complicatinq all these instructional chal-
lenges ate th'e dilferent lif'e experiences
that the students bring to cataloging pro-
cess. Much of the "artistry" of teaching
cataloging seems to lie in teaching how to
searctr for clues that provide a basis for
the creation of an appropriate biblio-
graphic description. Such clues often are
F",ttrd itr the cbmbination and context of
the bibliographic elements in a document
and the citalbging rules and their inter-
pretations appropriate- to the situation.
The question arises of how this artistry
can be formalized in an expert system.
man experts.
CHoIcE AND FORM OF ACCESS POINTS
been a special area of inquiry from two
DersDectives. First, they have {brmed a
iubr"t ofrt,rdies ofcataioging rules. Sec-
ond, access points have been studiedwith
a view towlrd better control of what
would be one part of a comprehensive ex-
pert cataloging system. Such a system
ivould incofrroiate automatic reading of
parts of documents to produce data for
the creation of access points.
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Svenonius, Baughman, and Molto
(1986) reported studies ofautomatic rec-
ognition of names and titles on the title
page. Their purpose was to identi{y the
possibilities of simplifying the determina-
tion of name access points. Their work
made the assumption that optical charac-
ter recognition (OCR) was advanced
enough to identif text on title pages ac-
curately. They investigated responiibility
statements in a sample of 400 mono-
graphs from an academic library. All the
documents were in English.' Author
names most frequently appeared on title
pages, preliminaries, and tables of con-
tents (387o of the 1,310 author names in
the sample). Tables ofcontents contained
the largest share of all names (66Vo of the
total 2,536 names). However, the re-
searchers f'urther found that manv of the
personal and corporate names tiat ap-
peared on title pages, preliminaries and
tables of contents were neither authors
nor people or bodies whose function was
related to authorship.
Svenonius and Molto (1990) investi-
name access points. The success rate was
measured by the number of correctlv
identified access points (all names), anl
in terms of precision (the number of cor-
narnes, 95Vo werc also chosen as access
points in LC and NLM cataloging records.
Svenonius and Molto estimated that ap-
proximately 88Vo ol the access points se-
lected by LC and NLM could be automati-
cally derived lrom title page data.
Molto and Svenonius (1991) also in-
vestigated automatic recognition of
or were incorrectly recognized. Molto
and Svenonius suggested that their rules
fbr establishing name access points and
the graphic presentation in the docu-
ments contributed to the incorrect or
{'ailed recognition.
The state of OCR technology at the
time oI'these tests could not reliably in-
terpret text for cataloging pu{poses.
Problems arose due to the {unction of
names and the artistic design employed in
the documents. Systems have difficulties
identifying the function of some authors.
While illustrators and translators are usu-
ally clearly credited, the roles of editors,
compilers, and other contributors can be
harder to determine. In some cases these
functions had to be inl'erred. Electronic
files used to produce printed texts might
be more amenable for computer inter-
pretation. Perhaps cataloging rules need
to be more {lexible to allow the use of this
new technology.
Excluding these obstacles, two issues
emerged from the research on the auto-
expert systems. Words scanned in a docu-
ment need to be compared to the names
in the authority file by an expert system,
in orderto be accepted as a name, verifted
against other names, and accepted as an
access point. Second, even if it were pos-
sible to identify all the appropriate names
correctly and their curr6rit {irrm automat-
ically, the ability to distinguish different
{unctions of authorship remains a chal-
lenge. A mechanism is'needed to distin-
guish among writers, translators, e&tors,
and numerous other people who appear
on the document and'ate terponribL in
difTerentways and degrees lbr iis creation.
Both of these are majorimpediments
to blilding expert catalogingiystems as
well as a*chillenge for- th"e 
'everyday
work of catalogeri. The identifi;tio;
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and interpretation of bibliographic data
in a document is the underlying shll. The
"Iuzzy' we of language, which poses such
dilficulties {br computer systems, is less
problematic {br people. Catalogers must
fudqe the importance of names and titles"applaring 
on the document and decide
which should be chosen as access points
and which should be disregarded. This is
where experience plays a crucial role.
Here the cataloger finds the organization
and layout of the document help{ul,
whereas an expert cataloging system {inds
them problematic.
DoCUMENT CHAnAcrERrsrrcs
There are linguistic characteristics most
people use without much thought, but an
expert system must be programmed to
reiognize them. Many catalogers know
that terms Iike "Associate Professor of
Clinical Medicine" appearing under a
name is not a title of the book but rather a
person's afliliation. People I'amiliar with
American culture know that "Washing-
ton" can ref'er to a city, a U.S. state, or a
personal or corporate name. These peo-
ple can easily distinguish through context
which "Washington" is meant. The chal-
lenge to the expert systems is to interpret
that context properly.
Stu&es ofvisual and linguistic charac-
teristics of documents are extremely im-
portant in building expert systems. Thirty
years ago, Kilgour (1969) suggested the
automatic extraction of bibliographic data
{rom documents. Researchers ofthis op-
eration still encounter &f'ftculties of tech-
nological limitations similar to those re-
searching prototype expert systems.
Although the optical reading of catalog
cards lbr their conversion into database
records has had good results, OCR equip-
ment is not yet sufficiently developed to
create catalog records from original docu-
ments. Two characteristics ol' documents
add to the task's dif{iculv One is the inde-
terminate nature of ianguage, *hich
poses relatively little problem to speakers
of the language, but is dilficult to {brmal-
ize for a computer system. The other is
the graphic design of documents. Al-
though design can be diverse, catalogers
can ensure more homogeneous interpre-
tation of data in documents.
Jeng (1986) suggested that title pages
tend to have structure, which could be
used {br automated data recognition. She
defined a "block" (one or more words sep-
arated fiom other blocks byblank vertical
space) as a basic unit oi analysis. She
found that blocks have two characteris-
ements that appeared were prepositions
(II7o), initials (initials in names or abbre-
viations) (77o), articles (67a), adiectives
(57o), coniunctio$ (4Eo), and verbs (47a).
She examined the occurrence ofthese el-
ements in dif{'erent blocks on title pages
(e.g., titles, other title infbrmation, state-
ment of responsibility, publisher).
Ieng (1991b) continled her research
on title pages, concentrating-on their vi-
sual chalacteristics. On the basis of {re-
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system for descriptive cataloging. For
Mapper, she interviewed experts to de-
vise additional rules for the knowledge
base to supplement situations in cases
where AACR2R provided insu{ficient de-
tail. She studied the characteristics of
printed maps and interviewed experts
about common characteristics of these
maps in order to create a lcnowledge base.
In a later paper, Ercegovac (f992) dis-
cussed observation techniques she used
in the development of Mapper. lnter-
views and surveys were used in addition to
the careful study ofthe characteristics of
maps. The lirst two approaches were de-
signed to elicit details about the data nec-
essary for map cataloging. For instance,
questions were asked about deftnitions of
authorship and publishing data, and a
ranking of specific responsibility func-
tions. This enabled her to understand this
narrow lield in detail and successfully imi-
tate expert catalogers in a computerized
system.
Jeng (1992b, 184) defined expertise as
"the high degree of skills, dexterity, or
knowledge ol'a specific subject area." In
that study, inwhich she stu&ed cataloging
expertise and the transl'er of that exper-
tise, she interviewed the head of the cata-
Ioging department and three prol'essional
catalogers at National Agricultural Li-
brary (NAL). Documentation related to
the cataloging process and iob descrip-
tions was also gathered. feng concluded
that people doing the lowest ranked tasks
have the least expertise, that transferring
expertise is well Ibrmalized in NAL. and
that inlbrmal cooperation among catalog-
ers was also common. Jeng emphasized
that learning {iom questiois tliat arose
during regular workflow is the most com-
mon method {br transferring expertise.
This method would likely prove to be an
obstacle in building expert systems.
Ercegovac (1992) {bund that a focused
interview with a detailed schedule was a
better source of information about the
cataloging process than verbal reports
and associated protocol analysis. The fo-
cused interview is less biased by the weak-
nesses oI'human memory. In herwork, ex-
act questions could be asked about
authorship and the characteristics of spe-
ci{ic maps. One wonders how difficult it
would be to answer in an exact way the
questions about the cognitive processing
of how and whv someone decided to {bl-
Iow a detail on a map for determining au-
thorship when that detail is not men-
proiect, she studied the kinds ol'knowl-
idge and skills catalogers needed, what
tasks were involved in cataloging, and
what strategies catalogers used to solve
specific problems. She used multiple
methods: (1) a questionnaire, (2) a self-
administered verbal report of cataloging
sessions, (3) verbal protocols of sessions
in which catalogers were asked to "think
aloud" during the process and the re-
searcher observed the process, and (+)
verbal protocols of training sessions in
which the researcher was taught by a se-
nior cataloger. jeng did not present the
result ofthis research, but she illustrated
her research methods with examples of
the work process of two catalogers.
Workflow wa^s found to be in{luenced by
the workscreen. One catalogert prob-
lem-solving stratery was to leave a di{fi-
cult decision until the end of the task,
while the other solved the problem when
it occurred. Little explanation was pro-
vided in her report about the cognitive
process of decision making. The two cata-
iogers used standard catlaloging knowl-
edge lbr their work and problem solving
techniques. The report ofthe catalogers'
work did not mention the use of knowl-
edge beyond cataloging rules.
Ercegovac (1992) and Jeng (1997) sug-
gest that knowledge of cataloging rules
and procedures-as well as knowledge of
cataloging systems-are necessary. Some
specific lcrowledge, which is notwritten in
cataloging rules or policies but is part of an
oral tradition among catalogers in the
same environment, is also necessary. This
knowledge needs to be supplemented
with general knowledge. The unwritten
rules and general knowledge that assist in
problem solving needs {urther research.
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Dilferent strategies of employing this
knowledge in solving cataloging problems
are used by different catalogers.
The di{ferent aspects ol' cataloging
expertise likely will require different
research approaches. While self-
administered reports might be useful in
studying the mechanics ofcataloging pro-
cedures, observations and teaching ses-
sions might be more useful for obtaining
reasons {br particular steps in the proce-
dures. While questionnaires might be
useful for learning about certain concepts
in the cataloging process, they are useless
if catalogers are not aware of those con-
cepts. Dif{'erent documents are examined
and described in bibliographic records
containing difl'erent dat"a. in the same
way, difl'erent kinds of processes and cate-
gories ofknowledge need to be examined
and described difl'erently. Catalogers
need to employtheir long tradition of cat-
egorization of data, enriched with related
&sciplines, on the cataloging process to
develop mechanisms fbr systematic rep-
resentation of their expert knowledge.
SuuumrzBo lurrrcetloNs
In this paper, we have reviewed 25years
ofwork and thinking in the area ofthe use
of computers to create cataloging re-
cords. Particular attention was paid to the
types of knowledge necessary for these
systems and to the problems with con-
tents of the knowledge base. Have we
found any clues about the missing peb-
bles fbr the mosaic of the cataloging ex-
pertise? We believe we have. Here are
some clues fbund in the literature we re-
viewed:
o Comprehensive cataloging systems
(i.e., those that cover all cataloging op-
erations and all document fbrmats)
are too complex to develop either in
research projects or {br work environ-
ment.
o Reporting successes and failures in
the knouledge acquisition for these
protoq/pe systems has been as impor-
tant for the development of the disci-
pline as successes and f'ailures in
actual development and implementa-
tion of the expert systems themselves.
. Some cataloging tasks seem to be
more amenable to automation than
others. Such tasks seem to have rou-
tine procedures. Standardization of
such procedures could aid in the de-
velopment of expert systems fbr the
automatic generation of the content
of the cataloging records. Such stan-
dardization would also be beneficial
for the education ofthe students and
new catalogers.
c AACR2 has been {bund to be prob-
lematic primarily because: (I) of the
inconsistent logical structure of the
rules; and (2) the information re-
quired to make cataloging decisions is
missing in the rules. Difliculties aris-
ing from those problems are trouble-
some not only {br the expert systems,
but also fbr human experts.
o Characteristics of documents are im-
portant in developing expert systems
that could automatically derive biblio-
graphic data from the document.
These same characteristics are use{'ul
to human catalogers. Researchers
have lbund some patterns in the char-
acteristics that would help both.
. Systems and people are {'airly success-
ful in recognizing personal names.
The difficulty lies in deciding about
the role of a particular name in the
generation and production ofthe doc-
ument.
We wish to add some more reflection
on each of the six clues fbr the missing
pebbles byreturningto each individually.
Initial optimism that theoretical re-
search in building expert systems would
help with the complex task of descriptive
cataloging dissolved quickly under the
disappointing performance of prototype
systems. These complex and comprehen-
sive systems were generally not success-
ful. Researchers then {bcused on smaller,
narrower areas, in which more under-
standing and less variability existed. This
resulted in some success.
Few researchers who built prototype
expert systems have reported on actually
eliciting knowledge fiom human ex-
perts, but they have noted that rules can
be appropriately interpreted only by ex-
pert catalogers. Information contained in
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cataloging rules has been shown to be in-
sufficient by themselves for making cata-
loging decisions. Rather, catalogers base
many decisions on information acquired
thorough experience. Because this infor-
mation is subiective and varies at differ-
ent levels of expertise, cataloging results
also vary. This subjectivity may result in
inconsistent catalog records and calls for
greater standardization.
One approach toward improving con-
sistency could be the standardization of
cataloging procedures for particular types
of documents. It seems reasonable to be-
lieve that some types oI'documents con-
sistently require the use ofcertarn proce-
dures. For example, some items require
the use ofcertain sequences ofrules to be
consistently applied. These procedures
may involve use of some external knowl-
edge. Ifthese cases could have the exter-
nal knowledge captured, they might be
amenable to formalization in a knowledge
base. Several benelits could result. First,
more consistent decisions and more ho-
mogeneous catalog records could be pro-
vided. Second, new catalogers could
study and understand in detail all the
steps and details in the process. A third
benefit would be the storage and docu-
mentation of the expertise.
Problems using AACR2 as the source
of knowledge have lead to the investiga-
tion of cataloging rules. The structure of
rules, their r6lationships, and the func-
tion and use ofindividual rules and chap-
ters have been studied by a number ofre-
searchers. Each has concluded that
reason to improve the rules. It is clear
trom prototype system development that
there is some subjective interpretation of
cataloging rules because of missing infor-
mation. More systematic and consistent
rules could result in easier work for cata-
logers, who could spend less effort on in-
{'erring the missing or contradictoryinfor-
mation. More consistent catalog records
could result if there are fewer individual
decisions. These are also areas that would
require more emphasis in the education
of new catalogers. Instruction in the use of
cataloging rules should be complemented
with an examination of inconsistencies and
gaps in the rules. Strategies commonly
ir'"d by 
"*p"rt 
catalogers ciuld be used tb
illustrate problems and help novices un-
derstand the kind of extemal knowledge
they need to employ in certain situations.
Librarv and information science teachers
might ihen better prepare students to cat-
alog in real environments.
Some researchers have studied the
characteristics of documents and experi-
mented with automatic recognition of
data {rom the document. In their work,
they all made the assumption that luture
OCR technolory will be able to correctly
read title pages regardless ofgraphic de-
sign variations. Some also suggested that
th"e electronic version of the ["rinted title
page should be accepted as the primary
source of inlbrmation. Results in this area
have been quite encouraging. More than
half of personal names, cor?orate names,
and title access points could be automati-
cally assigned in the English-language
monographs that were tested.
Two major problems exist with the ac-
curate automatic identification of names:
(1) names need to be included in the
knowledge base and (2) types ofresponsi-
bilities need to be distinguished. These
two areas also need to be mastered by be-
ginning catalogers. While knowledge of
names mostly comes liom the cataloger's
personal hrowledge, types of responsibil-
ities are learned in cataloging courses and
through experience. Knowledge of which
names are associated with the creation of
a document and where they appear in a
document is one of the basic shlls cata-
Iogers need to master. It is one closely as-
sociated with the knowledge of visual
characteristics of documents.
Understanding visual document char-
acteristics might help with cataloging when
catalogers are not I'amiliar with the culture
and language of the document, provided
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that these visual clues are not culturally
based. Idenufication of these characterii-
tics could help catalogers lind and interpret
the necessary bibliographic data.
The research we have reviewed here
has covered cataloging expertise and the
catalo$ng process. Understanding the
decision process is as important as under-
standing sources, rules, or building cata-
loger-fiiendly inter{'aces on workstations.
Un{brtunately, these researchers seem to
have contributed little to the real working
environments and procedures of catalogl
ers. While significant progress has been
made in the development of cataloging
workstations, which make multiple cata-
loging tools available for simultaneous
consultation on the computer screens,
they continue to leave the challenging
and dilficult intellectual work entirely to
the cataloger.
CoNcLUsIoNs
From the studies presented one can con-
clude that catalogers invest sigri{icant in-
tellectual e{Ibrt in the interpretation of
cataloging rules and in the interpretation
of document characteristics. They Iearn
from their own experience and {rom expe-
rienced colleagues how to master these
two tasks. The intelpretation ofthe rules
likely depends both on the general knowl-
edge and the expertise of the cataloger.
Expert knowledge comes from formal ed-
and social interactions in the community.
Although these aspects were not stu&ed,
a systematic approach to the individual in-
terpretations of the rules might result in
easier work and in more consistent deci-
sions. Consistency and clarity of catalog
records is, a{ter all, the main goal of all
catalogers, as they try to provide the most
relevant and accurate in{brmation about
sources to the users.
What must a student interested in en-
tering the cataloging specialty learn to be-
gin thejourneyto becoming an expert cat-
aloger? The research in prototype expert
systems has demonstrated that knowl-
edge of the cataloging rules is not sufli-
cient. It was shown that there are several
missing pebbles from the mosaic of cata-
loging expertise. The ability to interpret
cataloging rules is one important area. An
example of this {brm oI'interpretation is
represented to a limited degree by Ll-
brary of Congress Rule lnterpretutiorts
(LCRI).In addition, a high degree of ex-
perience and common sense has to be
employed to make the necessary judg-
ments called {br by the rules.
Another area io be addressed is the
sequence of the rules in the system. Cer-
tainlv there are manv documents that
{bllow the same rule pattern. Some of
these patterns are taught in cataloging
classes. Others, less common, are only
mastered with experience, while a few
always require innovative approaches to
rule application.
Cataloging workstations currently uti-
Iize relatively rudimentary knowledge
technology. For documents, which {bllow
certain patterns, these workstations could
assist by providing templates, such as in-
{'erring the publisher fiom the ISBN, as
suggested by Davies (1987). Molto and
Svenonius (1998) proposed an interf'ace for
the online version of AACR2Rwhich would
make the use of this basic tool easier. Per-
haps the electronic version ofAACR2R will
begin realize this hope. Certainly linking
the LCRI md AACB2R within these
workstations would be a useful tool fbr cata-
logers. Again, the Catalogert Desktop liom
LC offer some hope lbr optimism.
Access points are essential in the efli-
cient retrieval of documents. The identi-
Iication of names, titles, and functions as
well as ranking their importance is neces-
sary. Experiments have demonstrated that
many access points and their proper head-
ings for personal names could be automat-
ically generated. These decision criteria
do not come easily. Instead they are the re-
sult of multiple dncounters with cataloging
rules. Some criteria are suggested in
AACMRandLCRI, while others are not.
Essentially, students aspiring to the
cataloging specialty cannot reasonably be
expected to be taught all the solutions to
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problems they may encounter. Rather,
their instruction, in addition to providing
the basic building blocks of cataloging
(i.e., rules), must concentrate on develop-
ing problem solving skills which will allow
them to enhance their cataloging experi-
ence base.
Catalogers have demonstrated that
they can, and want to, use computers in
the best ways possible. At the moment,
however, some aspects of their work are
more amenable than others to the em-
ployrnent of this tool. This does not mean,
however, that we should not continue to
try to understand and formalize the cata-
loging process further. Knowledge acqui-
sition methods of{'er a systematic inquiry
into the cataloging expertise. A thorough
understanding ol'the mental processes in-
volved in cataloging offers not only a tool
for developing expert systems, but also {br
rationalization of our own work. System-
atic processes are easier to Iearn and the
transition from novice to an expert is
therelbre smoother. Such approach
should appeal to the catalogers, who are
traditionally regarded as systematic orga-
nizers of materials and information, and
to all those who are concerned with the
quality of library catalogs.
Considering the research and devel-
opments to date, it is apparent that the ex-
pert knowledge base continues*and will
likely continue-to reside with the cata-
loger. The new tools that might reduce
the cataloger's other burdens are not
likely to reduce the need for human ex-
pert intervention in the cataloging pro-
cess. This expert knowledge continues to
be the domain of the cataloger, who pro-
vides the missing pebbles for the mosaic
of cataloging expertise.
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